1. Methodology
Evaluating ubiquitous systems is hard, and has attracted the attention of others in the research community [5]. These investigators, like others in CSCW [3][6], argue there is a basic mismatch between traditional evaluation techniques and the needs posed by ubiquitous systems. Namely, these systems are embedded in a variety of complex real world environments that cannot be easily modeled (as required by theoretical analyses), simulated, measured, or controlled (as required by laboratory experiments). These concerns are shared by Abowd, Mynatt and Rodden, who argue “deeper evaluation results cannot be obtained through controlled studies in traditional, contained, usability laboratory.” [2]. As a result, many investigators have abandoned traditional comparative evaluation techniques and opted instead for techniques adapted from the social sciences, such as anthropology.

We wanted to perform a comparative evaluation similar to a laboratory experiment, but in such a way that we could observe the effects of our design decisions in relatively unconstrained, real world use. This led us to the following process:

1. **Design with alternatives.** Pick a design decision to vary and build prototypes (or configurations of an existing system) to embody multiple design alternatives.
   a. Make the system variants provide the same basic underlying functionality.
   b. Make the underlying system functionality as simple as possible but at the same time compelling and useful enough to produce real usage.

2. **Vary deployment situations.** Deploy the prototypes in varied situations to help answer the question: are observed effects linked to a single situation or are they more general?

3. **Compare and contrast.** Use qualitative or quantitative data collection and analysis techniques to compare and contrast the alternatives and situations.
   a. Try to determine whether observed effects vary depending on the design alternatives, the varied situations, or both.

In addition, the prototypes (or configurations) need to be useful – they need to be used by real people to address real problems and fit in with existing practices. This should be accomplished through techniques such as informal observation of current work practices and problems, or by using more principled studies.

This evaluative method gives us a framework for better understanding a ubiquitous computing system. It goes beyond designing for use and promotes designing for evaluation. The framework produces a matrix of observations and measurements across situations of use that help us to think about ubiquitous computing design.

2. Case study: Two Personal Interaction Point systems
We set out to design a personal interaction points (PIPs) system for personalizing shared ubiquitous devices. We were motivated, in part, by the anonymous interfaces and functionality found in copiers, fax machines, and printers that are so common in hotels business centers, convenience stores, and copy shops. Although there are many personalization features imaginable, we decided that integrating personal computer file access with a shared device’s functions would be a good starting point. The PIPs system embodies this by giving “smart” access to people’s file history at shared devices, just like the Windows recent “Documents” menu gives access at desktop computers. The “smart” part of the system was to match file types from the user’s “information cloud” with the function types of devices. For example, if the device is a projector in a conference room then the preferred type is PowerPoint.

2.1. **Design alternatives: embedded vs. portable**
Many ubiquitous systems, e.g., PalPlates [4], adopt an embedded model in which users interact directly with devices embedded in the environment. Other ubiquitous systems, such as CybreGuide[1], adopt a portable approach in which users interact with portable devices, such as their cell phones or PDAs. In the PIPs system, we wanted to vary this design decision to learn more about the relative merits of the design alternatives. Thus, we developed two PIPs variants: embedded, which provide an...
interface connected to the device itself, e.g., a touch screen; and portable, in which users interact via portable devices, e.g. mobile phones or PDAs.

2.2. Varied situations: presentations, brainstorming, and printing

In order to understand the effects of multiple situations, we took three shared devices that support different tasks in different locations in our workplace, and integrated the PIP system into each, helping users do the same tasks they would normally do in that location, but via a personalized interface that streamlines common activities.

2.3. The embedded and portable alternatives

The embedded PIP interface consists of a touch screen on or near the shared device. The PIP is activated when the user approaches the shared device and swipes their ID card over the card reader. A PIP Web application then generates the personalized interface by fetching and resolving the shortcuts stored in the user’s recent file list on their PC. The PIP presents a “best pick” interface with the recent file (or files) the user is most likely to want to use at the PIP-enhanced device (figure 2 top). The user may then perform a default action (such as “present” or “print”), by pressing on the document’s thumbnail using the touch-screen provided by the embedded PIP. Files are accessed over the network from their original locations, so users needn’t plan ahead or copy files anywhere.
If the best pick interface does not contain the user’s desired document, the user can press the “More…” button to bring up the “full” interface (figure 2 bottom). This allows the user to access virtually any document (via the device) that they have ever accessed on their office PC.

Our comparative prototypes methodology requires us to provide near identical functionality for both design variants, so it was important to design the portable interface to be as similar to the embedded interface as possible.

To use the portable PIP interface, user’s point their device’s Web browser to the PIP home page. Selecting a PIP-enhanced device takes the user to the portable PIP interface for that device. Standard browser authentication is used to prompt for their NT username and password. Once authenticated, the PIP returns a splash screen and proceeds to fetch and resolve the user’s recent file list in the same way it does for the embedded interface. However, using the PIP with a smaller portable device, such as a Pocket PC, required us to make a few cosmetic changes due to the smaller screen dimensions. For example, the file details view (the right-most frame in the full display in figure 2) was separated into its own page.

2.4. Deployment and Observations

The PIPs prototypes were deployed and adopted over the course of several months. The three embedded PIPs were released a year ago, and the portable interfaces released a couple of months later. Ideally we would have deployed the prototype variants simultaneously. However, we believe this didn’t significantly affect our findings since many of our users only started using the system after both variants were available.

The initial months were spent debugging the prototypes and increasing the visibility of the PIP-enhanced devices within the laboratory. Gradually, our user base grew as lab members observed the utility of the system as demonstrated by early adopter usage, primarily in our formal conference room. The trend has been toward increased users and usage. Approximately 80% of the research staff is now using PIPs, and so far no one who has used it has subsequently stopped using it. The presentation PIP is used for over half of the presentations given in our formal conference room; the brainstorming PIP is used for nearly all documents accessed in our brainstorming room. Finally, the printer PIP is used for less than one percent of all print jobs.

During the past year we gathered feedback from early adopters, late adopters, and non-adopters, and recorded incidents in which PIPs failed to operate as expected by our users or us. These eventually became known as “PIPCidents”, and provided much of the fodder for the issues we found.

2.5. Summary of Findings

Our comparative prototyping methodology illuminated five key issues in the design of personalized ubiquitous systems: usability, utility, availability, trust, and privacy. Table 1 summarizes differences between the alternative interface approaches across three situations.

Issues of usability and availability varied more based on design decision (embedded versus portable) and less by situation. Embedded personal interfaces were more usable than portable versions irrespective of the situation, due primarily to their larger display size. Even when run on a laptop, the portable interface still produced more usability problems than its embedded counterpart due to the separation of the user interface from the underlying device. Embedded interfaces were also more available than portable interfaces across situations, being less prone to problems of wireless networks, battery life, and having to carry a device with you at all times.

The issues of utility and privacy, on the other hand, varied not only based on design decision, but also by situation. The portable presentation PIP enabled remote control functionality that was particularly useful in our formal conference room, but less important in the other two situations. Portable interfaces were also better than their embedded counterparts for supporting user privacy. Again, this difference was more marked in our formal conference room, but less marked in our informal brainstorming room and in our mailroom where the likelihood of being overseen was reduced, in part due to the quick nature of activating print jobs. Indeed, it seems that short, less intricate tasks, like printing, were generally well suited to portable devices, whereas embedded, custom, interfaces are much better at supporting more complex tasks.

User trust did not appear to vary significantly based on design decision or situation in our experiment. However feedback from visitors indicates that people may feel more comfortable accessing personal data via personal portable interfaces, than interfaces embedded in shared devices, particularly at public places such as Kinko’s or a 7-Eleven.
3. Methodology Issues

During the development and use of the comparative methodology we became aware of several issues with its design and application:

- **Technical effort.** The approach calls for alternative designs which require extra time and effort to build. Considerable effort is expended with no guarantee of significant evaluation results.

- **Social effort.** Politically it is often necessary to “champion” a technology to get it used. With our approach, one must champion several similar technologies and not show favoritism in promoting a given alternative over the other(s).

- **Design decisions not atomic.** When you vary a design decision, you are likely varying a number of factors. Determining which particular aspect of the decision caused a particular result can require additional effort. In our example, were the embedded versions easier to use because they were fixed and collocated with the device? Or primarily due to their larger size? Perhaps a combination of both factors? Further evaluation would be required.

- **Varied situations not atomic.** As with design decisions, when varying the situation, you are likely varying a number of factors. Determining which particular aspect of a situation caused a particular result may require additional effort. In our example, were users less concerned about privacy when printing because the interaction time was short? Or because people were typically alone when printing? Or a combination of both factors? Again, further evaluation would be required.

- **Complicated analysis.** Due to the two previous issues, the methodology doesn’t produce simple “A is better than B” answers. This is due to the difficulties in identifying which particular aspects of design decisions and deployment situations caused particular observed advantages or effects. Thus we measured a number of different attributes in our evaluation to help tease out some of the factors causing observed differences. We identified several broad issues which seemed different between the systems and used those to focus an examination on why they differed. Follow-up evaluation (more focused user interviews or detailed experiments) might be performed afterwards to learn more about particular effects of interest.

- **Generalization.** Related to the above points, we clearly need to work on techniques for more clearly characterizing the design decisions and deployment situations in order to generalize our findings. Is real-life design decision A in situation X similar to experimental design decision B in situation Y?

While we are only beginning to explore this methodology, we feel it holds great promise for performing HCI-style comparative evaluations on UbiComp and CSCW systems.
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